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Abstract

The whirl motion of the Jeffcott rotor was investigated. The system was analyzed by setting up the
kinetic, potential, and dissipation energy equations, and the excitation was assumed as a random
vibration on the base of the fluid film bearing of the rotor. Lagrangian was used to derive the
equations of motion in the Y and Z directions and the Simulink under Matlab software was used to
simulate the current system. The simulation was carried out under a constant rotational speed and
different masses for the shaft and the disk. In addition, the effect of changing the stiffness and the
damping coefficients is also investigated. The responses of the two coordinates (Z and Y) were also
observed as well as the whirl orbits of the shaft for different mass ratios. Furthermore, the stability of the
system was investigated mathematically. The results show that the whirl motion is stable when the
rotor speed is 8,000 rpm, while the mass ratio of the disk and the shaft is 0.4.
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Introduction

Rotating shafts are employed in industrial machines
such as steam and gas turbines, turbo generators
and internal combustion engines. It is important
to study the behaviour of these systems under
various conditions, especially when there are
vibrations on the bearing base. High speed rotors
in a jet engine or turbopumps used in space are
mostly operated at supercritical speeds, and their
bearings and housings are usually supported

resiliently from the frame in order to reduce
critical speeds. However, when the aircraft or
the space vehicle turns or responds to distur-
bances, the rotor may be brought into contact
with the casing, or the bearings may be damaged
due to the vibration caused by gyroscopic
movements or centrifugal force.

Fluid film bearings are commonly used in
heavy rotating machines because they possess
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not only high load carrying capacity but also
inherent damping properties. Unlike rolling
element bearings, fluid film bearings, which are
an important machine elements, offer, in addition
to support stiffness, substantial damping to insure
rotor dynamic stability. The stiffness and damping
properties of the fluid film significantly alter the
critical speeds and unbalance response of a rotor,
lowering its critical speed by up to 25% in practice
(Lee, 1993). The studies were carried out on the
vibration of a system subjected to translational
or rotational motions (Tamura, 1981; Koike and
Ishihara, 1983, 1984; Soni and Srinivasan,
1983; Azuma and Saito, 1984; Ehrich, 1989;
Al-Bedoor, 2000), in view of the importance
for predicting the vibration phenomena of rotor
systems subjected to base excitation. Whirling
motion is also studied extensively in different
drilling processes due to its effect on the out-
come surface irregularities. Rotor systems with
bearing clearances have been studied in the past,
where the investigations concentrated primarily
on the Jeffcott rotors. In particular, (Childs,
1982; Choy and Padovan, 1987; Muszynska and
Goldman, 1995; Chu and Zhang, 1997, 1998)
paid attention to rub interactions in rotating
machinery. (Ehrich, 1992) investigated sponta-
neous side banding, while (Ganesan, 1996)
looked at the stability analysis. Synchronous and
sub harmonic responses were also investigated
(Childs, 1982; Diken, 2001; Ding et al., 2002;
Von Groll and Ewins, 2002). Numerical
investigation of the Jeffcott rotor model with a
snubber ring by Karpenko et al. (2002) has

shown the existence of multiple attractors and
fractal basins of attraction. Influence of the
preloading and viscous damping of the snubber
ring was investigated (Karpenko et al., 2003)
where it was shown how the preloading could
stabilize the dynamic response. Gonsalves et al.
(1995) designed an experimental rig to simulate
the Jeffcott model and made a preliminary
comparative analysis between the experimental
and numerical results.

In this paper, the dynamic analysis was
performed on the vibration of a rigid rotor system
with a base of fluid film bearings subjected to
vibrations. The resulting model was simulated
by using SIMULINK under Matlab software.
The responses of the two coordinates (Z and Y)
were also observed as well as the whirl orbits of
the shaft for different mass ratios.

Model Analysis

The unbalance of high-speed rotors is usually
assumed to be very small, and the effect of
unbalanced mass on the vibration of a high speed
rigid rotor can be neglected (Al-Bedoor, 2000).
A schematic representation of the rotor system
subjected to a vibrating base of a fluid film
bearing is shown in Figures 1(a-b). A rigid
rotating shaft with a rigid rotating disk is
supported by the fluid film bearing, which is
resting on a base that is subject to vibrations.
The coordinate system Y and Z is indicated in
Figure 1. The kinetic energy of the system is as
follows:

Figure 1. (a) The model of the Jeffcott rotor, (b) A front view of the model for the response
analysis, where y0 = sinωt and z0 = cosωt
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(1)

The potential energy for the system is:

(2)

with the viscous damping coefficients of the
bearing denoted czz, cyy, cyz, czy, the Raleigh
dissipation function of the system can be
expressed as:

(3)

The Lagrange equation is

(4)

where, qi = y and z
Substituting equations 1, 2, and 3 into

equation 4 and after simplification of equation
4, two-coupled equations in y and z direction
are formed and the matrix form of these two
equations is as follows:

 

(5)

or,

(6)

where,

 

Using Simulink under Matlab software, to
simulate the response of the rotor by, entering
the appropriate values for the stiffness and
the damping coefficients from Figures 4 and 5.
The Simulink model in Figure 2 presents the
simulation process for equation 5.

Stability Analysis

When the load and the rotational speed do not
fluctuate with time, the journal centre maintains
a steady state equilibrium position in the bearing
clearance, which is defined uniquely by the
Sommerfield number, which represents the
operating condition. The equation of motions
with respect to the equilibrium state is given as
in equation 7:
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(7)

Substituting Y = yeλ t and Z = zeλ t into the
homogenous part of equation 7 we get:

(8)

The invariant solution for equation 8 yields:

(9)

where,

=

=

=

=

Figure 2. Simulink model for the rotor system
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Note that ai , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are now
function of ω. For stability, it is required that:

(10)

At the onset of instability (λ = iν), means
the whirl at the boundary of the stable region.
By substituting λ = iν in equation 9 and equating
real and imaginary parts to zero:

(11)

(12)

Therefore, at the stability limit, the
frequency of whirl approaches

(13)

If the threshold speed ωth exists, the
unstable vibration is satisfies

(14)

Note that the stability limit condition in
equation 14 is obtained by substituting equation
13 into equation 11. In other words, at the
rotational speed ω = ωth , the stability limit is
encountered and the unstable whirl frequency
is given by equation 13. In particular, the
threshold speed and whirl frequency can also
be obtained by using dimensionless bearing
stiffness and damping coefficients and equations
13 and 14 as follows:

=

=

=

= (15)

Substituting equation 15 into equations 13
and 14 one can find the threshold speed

(16)

 

and then the unstable whirl frequency

(17)

Here:
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The dimensionless bearing coefficients are

(18)

where i, j = y, z and W = mg

Equation 18 explains the situation in
which a small perturbation increases the
vibration amplitudes beyond the threshold
speed ωth, which is determined by Kij and Cij.
The unstable whirl frequency ν for lightly loaded
journal bearings can be obtained as follows:
when W (or 1/S) approaches zero equation 8
may be approximated by:

(19)

where

Leading to the characteristic equation:

(20)

where

The terms in equation 20 related to the
bearing coefficients are to be evaluated at
S =  For stability, it is then required that

  since a3 = 0.0 (A4 = 0,

A5 = 0, A6 = 0) at the stability limit, the unstable
whirl frequency can be obtained, by substituting
λ = iν into equation 20, i.e.:

(21)

where

or,

(22)

Therefore the instability for the lightly
loaded journal bearings occur when det(K) and
det(C) evaluated at S =  are of the same sign.
The synchronous whirl takes place when nν = 1.
When nν >1 (nν <1), super synchronous (sub
synchronous) whirl occurs and the corresponding
critical case will be encountered at the rotational

speed equal to  times the flexural critical for

a flexible rotor.

Results and Discussions

The response and the whirl orbit of the system
at ω = 8,000 rpm, the mass of the shaft and the
disk were changed and the values of the stiffness
and the damping coefficients were taken from
Figures 4 and 5 respectively, as shown in Figure
3. When the system was considered as a light
rotor, the whirl orbit was inclined with an angle
equal to 143o and the aspect ratio (rmin/rmax) is
0.25. The result of the inclination angle is
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acceptable compared to the value obtained in
(Ehrich, 1989) which is 135o for the same values
of the coefficients and this is due to the vibration
of the base in the z and y directions, taken as
harmonic excitation with the same amplitude.
Also, as can be seen from Figure 3, there is no
transient, so the system goes to a stabile position.
In order to study the effect of disk mass on the
stability of the system, the shaft mass is kept
constant and the mass of the disk for the same
rotational speed is change. Figure 6 shows the
response and the whirl orbit of the system. It is
observed that the transient motion of the system
was increased but the system will finally go to
the steady state motion. By continuosly increasing
the disk mass the transient motion was longer as
shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the response
of the maximum mass of the disk. It is clear that
increasing the disk mass will increase the time
of transient motion. The effect of the damping
on the response of the system is presented in
Figure 9, if the damping coefficients are Cyy =
Czz = Czy = Cyz = 0.0, the system will not be
stable as shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows
the response of the system assuming that all the
stiffness and damping coefficients are the same
Cyy = Czz = Czy = Cyz = and Kyy = Kzz = Kzy =
Kyz, the amplitude of the motion in y and z
direction is 1.50 mm and 0.41 mm respectively,
the inclination angle of the whirl orbit is 143o

and the aspect ratio is 0.27. Figure 11 shows the
response of the system assuming Czy = Cyz and
Kzy = Kyz, the amplitude of the motion in y and z
direction is 0.65 mm and 2.00 mm, respectively;
the inclination angle of the orbit is 137o and the
aspect ratio is 0.32. When there is no cross
coupling in the system, i.e. Czy = Cyz = Kzy = Kyz

= 0 and Kzz = Kyy, Czz = Cyy the whirl shape will
be circular as shown in Figure 12. The inclination
angle here is equal to zero and the amplitude
in y and z directions is 2.00 mm and 0.5 mm,
respectively.

Conclusions

The whirl motion of the Jeffcott rotor was
investigated. The simulation was carried out
under a constant rotational speed and different
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Figure 3. Whirl orbit at ω = 8,000 rpm, mass
of disk = 40 kg, mass of shaft = 100 kg

Figure 4. Stiffness coefficient as a function
of ω, L/D = 0.25, [1]

Figure 5. Damping coefficients as a function
of ω, L/D = 0.25, [1]
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Figure 6. Whirl orbit at ωωωωω = 8,000 rpm, mass
of disk = 10,000 kg, mass of shaft
= 100 kg

Figure 7. Whirl orbit at ωωωωω = 8,000 rpm, mass
of disk = 80,000 kg, mass of shaft =
100 kg

Figure 8. Whirl orbit at ωωωωω = 8,000 rpm, mass
of disk = 150,000 kg, mass of shaft
= 100 kg

Figure 9. Whirl orbit at ωωωωω = 8,000 rpm, mass
of disk = 20,000 kg, mass of shaft
= 50,000 kg without damping
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masses for the shaft and the disk. The responses
of the two coordinates (Z and Y) were also
observed as well as the whirl orbits of the shaft
for different mass ratios. Furthermore, the
stability of the system was investigated. The
conclusions are summarized as follows:
1. The results show that the whirl motion is

stable when the rotor speed is 8,000 rpm,
while the mass ratio of the disk and shaft are
0.4.

2. The whirl shape was circular when there is
no cross coupling in the system.

3. The rotors are not stable where there is no
damping in the system.

4. A comparison of current results with the results
in the literature is acceptable.

Nomenclatures

C : Clearness
Cij : Damping coefficients
D : Diameter of the bearing
Det : Determent
g : Gravitational acceleration
Kij : Stiffness coefficients
L : length of the shaft
ms : The mass of the shaft
md : The mass of the disk
R : Radius of the bearing
S : Sommerfield number
W : The bearing radial load
Y· : The base excitation in Y- direction

Z· : The base excitation in Z- direction
v : Frequency of whirl
v*

th : Unstable whirl frequency

Greek Letters

ωth : threshold speed
ω : Rotational speed of the shaft
μ : Viscosity of the lubricant
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